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Twitter: @SESPcon
With Generous Support from the University of Toronto’s . . .

- Graduate Department and Departments of Psychology located at . . .
  - Mississauga
  - Scarborough
  - St. George

- Rotman School of Management
Crack Team of Toronto Planners

Alison Chasteen
Psychology

Liz Page-Gould
Psychology

Jason Plaks
Psychology

Wil Cunningham
Psychology & Rotman Management

Geoff Leonardelli
Rotman & Psych (courtesy)
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The Great White North

• Refers to the winters, but not game-of-throne type

• October is fall season
  — @ 15 °C (60° F)
  — No snow!

• Toronto is farther south than ....
  — Minneapolis
  — Seattle
  — Portland, Oregon
It’s the little differences

• Canadian Values: peace, order and good government

• You don’t need to know French in Toronto

• A favorable exchange rate for many
Tourism Toronto Video: “The Views are Different Here”
To watch video, click this link here: https://youtu.be/V3YhYLIn7uM
Flying to-from Toronto

- Many non-stop flights
- Two Airports
  - Pearson (YYZ)
  - Billy Bishop (YTZ)
Saturday Evening:
Art Gallery of Ontario
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Other Reasons to Come: Fellow Academics Nearby

- University of Toronto
- Ryerson University
- York University
- Queen’s University
- Brock University
- Western University
- Wilfred Laurier
- University of Waterloo
- University of Guelph
- Etc.
Toronto Downtown

- CN Tower
- Casa Loma (local castle – Oct. Legend of Terror)
- Royal Ontario Museum (dinosaurs!)
- Hockey Hall of Fame
- Distillery District
REMINDER!

• Toronto will be an international location for many SESP members
• For travel, valid passport needed; might also need a visa or an eTA
• Tips:
  – Check passport validity now
  – If renewal needed, start renewal now
  – To see if you need visa or eTA, complete survey on Govt of Canada website
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Thank you!

- Twitter: @SESPcon
- #SESP2019